A rock hit my windshield.

Repair estimates are more
than I imagined.

Too bad I deleted my
glass coverage.

Why, AMI?
Eliminates confusion

Claims

What glass coverage is provided on a SPF#1 with a
SEF#13d? Some glass has limited coverage and some have
no coverage. With AMI, all glass has all perils coverage,
excluding losses caused by collision or upset.

As required by the policy, AMI is to be advised of a loss as
soon as possible. As soon as practicable, within 90 days of
the occurrence, the insured is to attend an approved service
centre. If a policy is to lapse and a loss has occurred, the
claim is to be presented prior to the term expiring. When
a vehicle is deleted from a policy, per the effective date, no
claims will be accepted on the deleted vehicle. Keep AMI
informed on vehicle changes/updates so in the event of a
loss, the claim proceeds smoothly. Directing the client to
an approved service centre for claim repairs/replacements,
assures them of complete satisfaction.

Window glass value
The client will not likely be aware of the value of their
window glass. Glass prices are always changing and
usually increasing on newer makes and models. Your
client is relying on you to advise them of this information.
You, as the broker, should always recommend this
economical, all risk coverage, if it benefits your client.
Check www.ami.ab.ca for price examples.

Claims frequency difference
The SPF#1 auto insurer keeps a record on all claims, a
record that may result in a premium increase on the SPF#1
or non-renewal. On the other hand AMI does not ask for a
claim frequency report nor have a pre-determined claim
frequency limit. Keeping claims off the auto policy is a PLUS.
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As soon as I get this replaced, I’m
going to insist on AMI coverage.

The glass shop told me about AMI,
I will have to ask my broker.

My broker said that AMI coverage
costs as little as 60 cents a day.

Why, AMI?
Premium payment options
Annual premium payment
Private passenger:
Starting at $186

Low deductible

Simple to use

$50 deductible for replacement losses.
$25 deductible for first 3 chip repairs done
at the same time ($12- each additional).

AMI policies are self-write. There are no
follow-ups to worry about. You can even
manage policies easily and quickly on our
WEPMS site (https://ivrweb1.telus.net/ami).

Broker commission
Commercial:
Starting at $246

Monthly payment premium
Private passenger:
Starting at $18 per month
Commercial:
Starting at $23 per month

20% commission for agency bill contracts.
15% commission on direct bill contracts

Call 310-GLAS for the closest Crystal Glass
location or refer to www.ami.ab.ca to
locate an alternative approved glass shop.

Broad coverage
AMI is “all perils”, excluding collision
or upset, on all window glass. The 13d
provides limited (named) perils. AMI will
be the primary insurer on duplication of
coverage when only the glass is damaged.
Animal collision coverage is included.
Includes SEF#27 coverage subject to
SEF#27 deductible ($250 minimum).
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